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“Take Up the Shield of Faith” – Paul
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If everyone is thinking alike, then somebody isn't thinking. — George S. Patton

What Are They Waiting For?
https://email.althahosting.com/campaigns/wt299bp4sp673

I don’t get it. I guess Leftists don’t read General George Patton. He said, “A good plan violently executed right
now is far better than a perfect plan executed next week.” Their cousins, the Bolsheviks, understood that fact one
hundred years ago. Jewish Bolshevik use of violence cemented their control of a quarter of the world for a few generations. We knew it as the Soviet Union.
What is the Clinton/Bush globalist cabal waiting for. They’ve got everything they need right now. But it is slipping from their grasp. They don’t seem to understand that. Do they not pay attention to the fact that fewer and fewer people follow their soul numbing, thought shaping, Ministry of Truth narratives anymore? If they aren’t careful
here the body politic of the world is going to fully emerge from their century long Novocain drip. If that happens it
is unlikely the diabolical forces that have pumped porn and scorn into our souls will survive long. I had enough of
them decades ago. I can’t wait for them to be gone.
My good friend and loving Christian, Coach Dave Daubenmire, reminded his listeners the other day of the fact the
FBI had already visited his home. That happened at the midpoint of this year. He said he lays awake at night wondering when the black SUVs are going to roar into his driveway and take him away from his children and grandchildren. Coach is fully awake. He’s willing to be imprisoned. None of us are prepared for it.
That’s the nature of persecution. You can’t fully prepare, by definition.
The best thing we can do in times like this is follow another bit of General Patton’s advice for war. I cited it above,
“If everyone is thinking alike, then somebody isn't thinking.” Coach has cultivated a habit of surrounding himself
with people who DON’T think alike. He was mentally and spiritually prepared when the FBI left his home. He
launched a “violent” offensive within hours of their visit.
I got a call from him. He was in his car. It was raining and chilly outside. He was midpoint in a sixteen hour trek
from his home in the cornfields of Ohio to Hillary Clinton’s home in eastern New York. He wanted to LIVEstream
from the street in front of her home. He went to call her out. He didn’t take a gun. That would have been stupid.
Coach isn’t stupid. He took his cellphone. That’s more potent than a gun for the moment. He is using their own
weapon against them. Perfect. Patton approves.
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A stone’s throw from where I’m writing one of the oldest bodies politic in America is tipping toward legitimate gun
violence. Virginia’s Left, possessed by hubris, is threatening to take the guns. The Left thinks America is going to
go the way of England and Australia, which did surrender second amendment style gun ownership rights. Second
amendment gun rights are tied to local government led militias. Citizens are authorized and empowered to own
guns so that they can be effectively mobilized at the level of the individual man to fight against tyranny from
above. The Second Amendment in our Constitution isn’t about hunting and target practice. It is about preserving
the possibility of grassroots violence for the purpose of limiting centralized control. It’s a uniquely American idea
related to the legitimate use of force that is still — believe it or not — the law of the land.
Virginia’s move is a sign that the Bush/Clinton cabal knows it is time to deploy their end game. Another sign is the
fact that the right is signing on to the censorship strategy of the Left. Trump’s son-in-law is out of the closet on socalled hate crimes. The Koch Brothers are writing the checks.
So … what is their end game? When are they going to start the arrests? They’ve got all the “evidence” and
knowledge they need to round up the leadership. They funded Google and Facebook to capture everything. What
are they waiting for?
Oh … RIGHT … Trump. They’re still playing politics thinking they can establish their new world order if they
just defeat Trump’s populist revolt. And they seem to think that they can demonize Russia to continue to motivate
and congeal their thuggish “armies.”
My sense is they’ve lost control of the internet — thank God. But they still hold on to their CIA/FBI inspired wet
dream of being able to surveil the planet into their utopia.
As Gandalf said to Frodo in the Mines of Moria, “All we have to decide is what to do with the time that is given to
us. There are other forces at work in this world, Frodo, besides that of evil. Bilbo was meant to find the Ring, in
which case you were also meant to have it. And that is an encouraging thought.”

Amen.
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